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Introduction 

Kansas has a new estate tax. Senate Bill 365,' sil 
Gov. Kathleen Sebelius on May 22, 2006, replt,,, ..., 
current estate tax as to decedents dying on or after Jan. 
1,2007. The new law will continue in effect throughout 
2007, 2008, and 2009, but is repealed as to decedents 
dying on and after Jan. 1, 2010. At that point Kansas 
will no longer have a death tax. 

The exemption for Kansas purposes will stay at the cur- 
rent level of $ l million. For taxable estates that exceed $1 
million, the tax rates for 2007 are sharply below those 
applicable in 2006, and the tax rates decline further in 
2008 and again in 2009. Very soon the Kansas Estate Tax 
will be "small potatoes" for even prosperous decedents. 
The incentive to move to a state without a death tax, 
such as Colorado or Missouri, should decline sharply. 

The new law is "free-standing" in the sense that, ex- 
cept for a few cross references2 and certain definitions,3 
it is not dependent on federal law. Unlike the prior law, 
it makes no mention of the state death tax credit for- 
merly allowed under the federal estate tax. Therefore, the 
Kansas tax will not be affected by changes in federal law, 
including possible repeal of the federal estate tax. Achiev- 
ing this "free-standing" status was the principal purpose 
of enactment of the new law.4 

The new law is intended to be "user friendly." It adopts 
the long established and well-understood principles of 
the federal estate tax to build the Kansas gross estate and 
then subtract deductions to produce the taxable e~ta te ,~  
to which the tax rates (including the exemption amount) 
are applied, producing the amount of tax due.6 'There 
are a few respects in which these rules vary for Kansas 
purposes, primarily in a manner helpful to the taxpayer 
and the preparer. Because the new law closely follows 
federal law, the determination of Kansas estate tax li- 
ability should be relatively simple for an estate that is 
required to file a federal return. The new law is explained 
in greater detail below. 
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LEGAL ARTICLE: THE NEWKiiNSAS ESTATE TAX. .. 
What's the Same as the Federal First, there is a general rule that all plies only to transfers within one year' 

Estate Tax transfers within one year ofthe decedent's of death, not the three years covered by 
death are included in the gross estate.20 IRC $ 2035(a). This is especially sig- 

The Kansas estate tax provisions m a ~ -  This provision is necessary because Kan- nificant for life insurance on the life of 
dating in the gross estate are sas does not have a gift tax. Without this the decedent. Under federal law, if the 
generally to the corresponding provision, the Kansas tax could readily decedent owned the policy within three 
federal provisions. The generally be avoided through "deathbed gifts. years of death, the policy proceeds are 
cal provisions are property The inclusion rule applies only if the included in the decedenti gross estate 
owned,' (2) property subject to a re- property transferred "would have been despite the decedenti later transfer of 
tained life estate,8 (3) property subject included in the decedenti gross estate the policY3O Under the new Kansas law, 
to a (4) annuities,10 (5) if such transferred interest ... had been the policy proceeds are included only if 
joint (6) powers of appoint- retained by the decedent on the date of the decedent owned the policy within 
ment,12 and (7) life insurance.I3 death."21 Such property is included in one year of death. 

The provisions granting de- the gross estate at its value on the date of Second, qualified terminable interest 
are generally identical to the death, not the date of the gift." The one- property for which a Kansas QTIP elec- 

corresponding provisions: ('1 year inclusion rule applies to relinquish- tion was made is included in the Kansas 
and administration expenses, ment of a power, as well as an outright gross estate" similar to the inclusion rule 
and (2) transfer21 The one-year inclusion rule under federal law.32 The Kansas rule ap- 

losses;" (3) the deduction for does not apply if the decedent made the plies to any property for which a deduc- 
outright gifts and trusts for which the transfer for "adequate and full consider- tion for Kansas estate tax purposes was 
qualified terminable interest property ation in money or monegs worth:24 allowed upon the prior death of the de- 
(QTIP) is made;16 and (4) the The inclusion rule is subject to im- cedent's spouse, under the QTIP provi- 
charitable deduction. l 7  portant exceptions that are ~atterned on sion of the new Kansas law33 or any prior 

The process for determining the Kan- similar exceptions in IRC $ 2035(c)(3). Kansas law. Under current law, the De- 
sas tax is essentially identical to the fed- ne inclusion rule always applies to partment of Revenue permits differential 

process if the decedent transfers involving life insurance. Trans- elections; for example, a QTIP election 
Kansas properV If the decedent owned fers not involving life insurance, how- for Kansas purposes but not for federal 
'Ome property with a in Kansas ever, are not subject to inclusion if IRC purposes.34 Therefore, QTIP inclusion 
and other property with a outside $ 6019 did not require the decedent to under the new law will apply to any 
Kansas, the tax is prorated, as file a federal gift tax return reporting the property for which the QTIP election 
below. transfer.25 IRC $ 6019 exempts from was made for Kansas estate tax purposes 

The existing procedural were the filing requirement four categories even though the QTIP election was not 
re-enacted significant change." of gifts: (1) annual per donee exclusion made for federal purposes. Because the 

gifts (currently up to $12,000 per do- Kansas "pretend federal exemption" has 
What's Different the Federal nee):6 (2) tuition and medical expense been less than the real federal exemption 
Estate Tax  transfer^,^' (3) transfers qualifying for over the last several years, it is likely that 

the marital deduction,28 and (4) most more property has been QTIPed for Kan- 
Gross estate charitable transfers.29 sas purposes than for federal purposes. In 

There are two variances from fed- The Kansas one-year inclusion rule those cases, the Kansas gross estate of the 
era1 law in determining the gross is broader in scope but shorter in time surviving spouse may actually be greater 
estate-inclusion of transfers within one than IRC $ 2035. The Kansas rule ap- than the federal gross estate. Ifno Kansas 
year of death and clarification of when plies to all nonexempt transfers, not just QTIP election was made, however, there 
QTIP property is included. the limited transfers described in IRC is no basis for inclusion. 

$ 2035(a)(2), but the Kansas rule ap- 
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Special use valuation rule set forth in IRC § 2056(b)(l). As 
The general rule is that the decedent's a result, a marital deduction is available 

property is included in the gross estate under Kansas law for any spousal interest 
at its "fair market value" on the date of in a trust, regardless ofwhether the QTIP 
death.35 There is a very important excep- requirements41 are met. Alternatively, the 
tion for farmland under the new Kansas new law provides a deduction for the en- 
law. If the dece- tire value of a trust 
dent was a Kansas for which a QTIP 
resident, land that election can be 
is located in Kan- and is made.42 The 
sas and valued as inclusion of both 
agricultural prop- these rules in the 

same " .  

new ZG 
type . . of 
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tax purposes36 is 
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a deauctzon ,,, ,,, ,J znterest I that the executor 
assigned the same will have two al- " 
value for estate tax 
purposes.37 This 
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I ternatives available 
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hroGision will dra- is involved. 
matically reduce 

viving spouse." I his is exactly the When 
the value of many Same as thefedral language, bat is going into a 
farm estates. the Kansas law does not inc' ' I " ~ T ~ ~ a b l e "  trust 

Federal 'pecial the terminable interest d e  
use valuation38 is 
not a part of the forth in IRC 4 2056(6)(1). 

for  the surviving 
spouse, the execu- 
tor will need to 

new Kansas law, -I decide whether to 
in part because make the QTIP 
of its complexity. Given the low Kan- election or just deduct the value of the 
sas tax rates, it is unlikely that anyone spouse's interest in the trust. 
would go to the trouble of qualifying For example, assume that wife dies, 
and claiming special use valuation just bequeathing $1 million to a trust that 
for Kansas purposes anyway. If the estate provides income for life to husband, 
owns farmland, the special valuation with remainder to the children. Assume 
provision described above will be more that the actuarial value of the husband's 
beneficial and certainly easier. If federal life interest is 40 percent, or $400,000. 
special use valuation is used for other The executor has a choice between two 
kinds of property, however, the Kansas options. First, the executor can take a 
gross estate will include that property at marital deduction of $400,000, with 
the greater fair market value. the result that estate tax will be imposed 

Marital deductions 
The new law provides for the same 

type of marital deduction as federal 
law, with one important expansion. The 
new law grants a deduction for "any in- 
terest in property, which passes or has 
passed from the decedent to a surviving 
sp~use."~' This is exactly the same as the 
federal language,40 but the Kansas law 
does not include the terminable interest 

on the children's $600,000 remainder 
interest (assuming the total taxable es- 
tate is in excess of $1 million). In this 
event, no estate tax will be imposed on 
the trust property when the husband 
dies. Second, the executor can make a 
QTIP election, with the result that the 
entire trust will qualify for the marital 
deduction and no taxes will be imposed 
at the wife's death. At the husband's 

58.l.K.C. 9 LOSZA. 
39. Sec. 23(a). 
40. I.R.C. $2056(a). 
41 Ser 77(h) -A .  -. 
42. St 

tially ide 
43. Sc 
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death, however, the entire trust will be 
included in his gross estate.43 

If a deduction for the full amount of 
the trust is needed to reduce the Kan- 
sas estate tax on the first death, and it 
is likely that the surviving spouse will 
live until 2010 or later (or the surviv- 
ing spouse will not have a taxable estate 
even with inclusion of the trust proper- 
ty), then the Kansas QTIP election will 
be preferable. If a deduction of only the 
value of the spouse's interest in the trust 
is sufficient to avoid Kansas estate tax, 
then there would seem to be no reason 
to risk later inclusion of the full amount 
of the trust by making a QTIP election. 

There is no guidance in the statute re- 
garding how to determine the "value" of 
the spouse's deductible interest if QTIP 
treatment is not elected. If the spouse 
has the right to all income during life, 
using the federal tables44 for valuing a 
life estate would seem an unassailable 
approach. If the principal can be used 
for the benefit of the spouse, that should 
increase the value of the spouse's inter- 
est. If the spouse's interest may be ter- 
minated sooner, such as on remarriage, 
that should decrease the value of the 
spouse's interest. There is precedent in 
the similar concept that existed under 
the old Kansas Inheritance Tax.45 The 
same issue of valuing a spouse's interest 
in a trust arises when determining the 
amount of the spouse's elective share.46 

Other federal provisions 
As explained above, SB 365 is gener- 

ally designed to replicate the process for 
determining federal estate tax liability. 
In the interest of simplicity, however, a 
number of federal provisions are not in- 
cluded in SB 365. The primary omitted 
provisions include: (1) special use valua- 
ti0n,4~ (2) deferred payment,48 (3) alter- 
nate valuation date,49 (4) credit for tax 
on prior transfers,50 (5) credit for foreign 
death taxes,51 (6) qualified conservation 
easement exclusion,52 (7) transfers taking 

rtration Ha, 
4. 
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effect at death,S3 (8) Chapter 14 special valuation rules,54 and The table below sets forth the net cost of the Kansas tax, 
(9) disallowance of the marital deduction where the surviving after taking into account the value of the $2058 deduction, at 
spouse is not a U.S. citizen and qualified domestic trusts.55 various taxable estate levels for the years 2006 through 2009. 

Filing Threshold, Exemption, and Rates 
A return is required if the Kansas gross estate exceeds $1 

million.56 This requirement refers to the entire gross estate, in- 
cluding property outside Kansas. A return is required even if 
the Kansas property does not exceed $1 million and even if the 
taxable estate is less than $1 million. 

Under the old law the filing threshold was to be $2 million 
in 2007 and 2008 and $3.5 million in 2009,57 and if that filing 
threshold was not met then no tax was due. Therefore, under 
the new law, some estates will be subject to Kansas estate tax 
that would not have been subject to tax under the old law. The 
new law, however, provides a number of advantages, including 
lower rates, much more straightforward calculation of the tax, 
and elimination of certain inequities. Also, for some estates 
the new law will provide a higher filing threshold because the 
old law took adjusted taxable gifts into account in determin- 
ing the filing 0bligation.5~ 

The Kansas exemption remains at $1 million throughout 
2007, 2008, and 2009.59 This is the same as the exemption 
amount under current law for 2006. Thus, you could have a 
gross estate of more than $1 million and be required to file a 
Kansas return, but no tax would be due because of the exemp- 
tion and other deductions such as the marital deduction. 

Because the Kansas exemption will remain at $1 million 
during 2007 through 2009, while the federal exemption is $2 
million during 2007 and 2008 and $3.5 million during 2009, 
many estates that do not have to file a federal return or do not 
have a federal tax liability will have to file a Kansas tax return 
and may have a Kansas tax liability during these three years. 

The tax rates range from 3 percent to 10 percent for 2007, 1 
percent to 7 percent for 2008, and 0.5 percent to 3 percent for 
2009.60 The 2007 rates represent a sharp drop from the rates 
in effect for 2006 under current law, and further substantial 
drops will occur in both 2008 and 2009. 

IRC $ 2058 must be taken into account in determining the 
true impact of the tax rate reductions. IRC $ 2058(a) allows 
a deduction for federal estate tax purposes for any death taxes 
paid to a state. For estates that have significant federal estate 
tax liability, IRC $ 2058 has the effect of reducing the cost of 
the Kansas tax by the marginal federal estate tax rate, which 
after 2006 will be 45 percent for all taxable estates over the ex- 
emption amount. For example, if the Kansas tax is $100,000 
and the estate will be subject to federal tax liability of at least 
$45,000, the IRC S 2058 deduction reduces the federal tax by 
45 percent of $100,000, or $45,000. Therefore, the net cost 
of the Kansas tax is only $55,000. 

You cannot deduct the federal tax in determining the Kansas 
tax. As a result, there is no need for a circular computation. 
The executor first determines the Kansas tax, and the Kansas 
tax is then deducted under IRC $ 2058 in determining the 
federal taxable estate. (Most federal estate tax computer pro- 
grams actually calculate the Kansas tax and thus, the deduc- 
tion, so you can do the federal return first and then the Kansas 
return.) 

Property in Multiple States 
The situs of property for tax purposes is determined in the 

same way as under current law.61 Importantly, the situs of in- 
tangible property is the state in which the decedent was "resi- 
dent" at the time of death.62 A decedent is presumed to be a 
Kansas resident if he or she "spent in the aggregate more than 
six months of the calendar year immediately preceding their 
death" in Kansas.63 

If some of the decedent's property has a situs outside Kan- 
sas, the tax is reduced by the following method.64 The tax is 
first determined by including all property, wherever located, 
in the decedent's gross estate. All deductions are then applied 
to produce the taxable estate, and the exemption and tax rates 
are applied to produce a tentative tax on the entire estate. Fi- 
nally, the tax is reduced to reflect the portion of the gross es- 
tate outside Kansas. The Kansas tax consists of the tentative 
tax multiplied by the ratio of the value of the Kansas property 
to the value of the entire gross estate. 

For example, assume that the value of the decedent's gross 
estate is $5 million, consisting of $3 million in Missouri and 
$2 million in Kansas. All deductions are subtracted from the 
$5 million gross estate to produce the taxable estate, and the 
exemption and tax rates are then applied. Assume that the 
result is a tax of $100,000. Because the Kansas property is 
40 percent of the gross estate, the Kansas tax is 40 percent of 
$100,000, or $40,000. There is no provision for a credit or 
deduction for taxes paid to other states. 

I) are iden1 

57. K.S.A. 79- 63. ! 
58. K.S.A. 79- 
-. 

64. ! 
Sec. 3(h). 
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It is important to note that the actual marital deduction formulas in existing 
disposition of the Kansas property is ir- documents. For estates that are large 
relevant. In the above example, assume enough to be subject to federal estate 
that the entirety of the $2 million of tax through 2009, the following analysis 
Kansas property will pass to the surviv- should be considered regarding how the 
ing spouse and qualify for the marital formula will work under the new Kansas 
deduction. The estate nevertheless has a law and what changes (if any) you want 
Kansas tax liability of $40,000. to make in your formulas or approach. 

The residence of the decedent deter- 1. With a "reduce to zero" formula 
mines the situs of intangible property that solves for zero federal estate tax, the 
but otherwise has no effect on the filing amount in the shelter trust will be $2 
obligation. In the above example involv- million (or $3.5 million in 2009) and 
ing property in both Kansas and Mis- the marital trust will be funded with the 
souri, there is a Kansas filing obligation rest of the estate. If the shelter trust does 
because the gross estate (including both not qualify as a QTIP, then for Kansas 
Kansas and Missouri property) exceeds purposes you can still take a marital 
$1 million and there is at least some deduction for the value of the spouse's 
property in Kansas. The residence of the interest in the shelter trust. In 2007 and 
decedent is irrelevant. The filing obliga- 2008, if the value of the spouse's interest 
tion exists even if the value of Kansas is $1 million or more, no Kansas estate 
property is below $1 million and the de- tax will be owed, since the $1 million ex- 
cedent is not a Kansas resident. emption will cover the rest of the shelter 

trust. Because the value of the spouse's 
Planning and Implementation interest will depend on various factors, 

Suggestions such as the terms of the trust and the 
age of the spouse at the time of the first 

Estates subject to federal tax death, it will not be possible to "reduce 

with the current Kansas estate tax, to zero" the Kansas tax with total cer- 

the new law will have an impact on tainty, but a good guess can be r~~ade .  
Even if this results in some Kansas tax, 

the relatively small amount of Kansas 
tax may be worth a fully funded shelter 
trust for federal purposes. However, you 
will no longer have the option you have 
under the current Kansas estate tax (at 
least by practice) to take a QTIP deduc- 
tion for what actually goes into a non- 
QTIPable shelter trust. 

2. A "reduce to zero" formula that 
solves for zero federal and no increase 
in state tax raises an interesting ques- 
tion. If the new Kansas law didn't allow 
for the option of deducting the value of 
the spouse's interest but only allowed a 
QTIP deduction, this formula would 
fund a non-QTIPable shelter trust with 
$1 million. But the deduction for the 
spouse's interest in the shelter trust will 
allow you to additionally fund the shel- 
ter trust under this formula. Let's assume 
that the spouse's age and the terms of 
the trust would allow a Kansas marital 
deduction for the spouse's interest in a 
$2 million shelter trust of $1 million. In 
2007 and 2008 you could put $2 mil- 
lion in the non-QTIPable shelter trust 
and still result in zero Kansas tax. If you 
have an older spouse, however, there is 
still the possibility that this kind of for- 
mula will underfund the shelter trust. It 

Jim Snyder 
81 6 701 -0260 
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is probably not worthwhile to change these formulas for the 
three-year window. To the extent this formula allows the spouse 
to add to the shelter trust by a disclaimer, you will have the 
flexibility to decide whether you want to incur Kansas tax or 
underfund the shelter trust for federal purposes at the time of 
the first death. 

3. With a "one-lung" QTIP, which can be divided into multi- 
ple QTIPs on death and differing elections made, you will have 
a great deal of flexibility. (The one-lung QTIP doesn't work in 
those situations where you want the shelter trust to go to the 
children, or don't want to have to pay the spouse all the in- 
come 

The one-lung QTIP can be used to make the most advanta- 
geous elections at the state and federal level as follows: 

a. For a death in 2007 or 2008, you can have a $1 mil- 
lion QTIP for which no QTIP election is made at the state 
or federal level, a second QTIP of $1 million for which the 
Kansas QTIP election is made but not the federal, and a 
third QTIP of the rest for which QTIP elections are made 
at both levels. If the spouse is likely to live three years, there 
won't be much downside to making the Kansas QTIP elec- 
tion on the second QTIP 

b. In the alternative, the first QTIP can be the highest 
amount (not to exceed the federal exemption) that results 
in $1 million taxable estate for Kansas purposes after tak- 
ing a deduction for the spouse's interest. You would make 
no QTIP election on the first QTIP at the state or federal 
level, but would take a deduction for the spouse's interest 
at the Kansas level. This will be advantageous if the spouse 
is likely to die soon or has a large estate because there is no 
risk of including all of the first QTIP in the spouse's estate 
on the spouse's death. 

Estates not subject to federal tax 
If there is no concern about the federal estate tax, it may not 

be worth revising client's documents for only a three-year win- 
dow, particularly when you consider that only married couples 
with net assets more than $1 million but under $2 million (or 
$3.5 million for one year) would be affected. If you do want to 
revise documents for these individuals (such as in the case of 
couples unlikely to live until 2010), here are some options: (i) a 
formula that funds the shelter trust with the Kansas exemption 
amount, (ii) an even more complicated formula that funds the 
shelter trust with the amount that results in $1 million after a 
deduction for the spouse's interest, (iii) a one-lung QTIP, or (iv) 
all outright to the spouse with a disclaimer to the shelter trust. 

For an estate that is somewhere between $1 million and $2 
million and a relatively young surviving spouse, you can prob- 
ably ignore the QTIP rules and, for example, leave everything to 
the spouse in a trust that (i) distributes income only as needed, 
(ii) terminates on remarriage, and/or (iii) provides benefits to 
other family members (all standard features of a traditional shel- 
ter trust). Each of these features will reduce the value of the 
deduction, of course, but you will still be likely to get at least a 
deduction for the amount exceeding $1 million. 

lose clients who are not expected to live until 2010, and 
;2 million total estate, $1 million could be given away as 
there is a chance of surviving at least one year. Because of 

the $1 million federal gift tax exemption there will be no federal 
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gift tax due, and the $1 million remaining at death will be under 
the filing threshold and/or covered by the Kansas $1 million 
exemption. The main drawback is the loss of step-up in basis on 
the $1 million gifted for income tax purposes. 
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Roush received her /. D. from the Univer- 
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Associates In Dispute Resolutjon, U C  
Dtrputs Rasolution Prohionab 

Mediation & Arbitration Services 
Choose from our panel of highly experienced mediators and 

arbitrators that possess many years of 
dispute resolution experience. 

212 S.W. 8th Ave., Suite 102 
Topeka, KS 66603 

Toll Free (866) 357-2800 Phone (785) 357-1800 
Web site: w.adrmeUiate.com 
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